PRODUCT BULLETIN

NEW – BCSCAN and BCSCAN8403 BARCODE SCANNERS

Product Description

The new SMARTFLEX BCSCAN and BCSCAN8403 barcode scanners are designed to read the Smartcard and fitting barcodes (installer identity and voltage / welding time). These are an alternative to the optical pen, are robust in design and performance providing ease of operation.

Instructions

1. Connect the scanner to the Multi-function Welding Unit by inserting the plug in the optical pen socket.

2. Switch on the Multi-function Welding Unit and scroll through screen displays by using the ENTER button until you identify the “OPERATOR’S CODE”.

3. Align the red LED reader over the Smartcard barcode and then press the button located on the underside of the handle until the barcode reading is acknowledged by an audible signal.

4. Utilising the same process of operation continue with the welding procedure by scanning the barcodes located on each fitting.

Visit our web site at www.nupigeco.com or contact NUPIGECO S.p.A. at infoid@nupigeco.com for further information.